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Abstract

The internal transcribed spacers (ITS) of the nuclear ribosomal 18S–5.8S–26S cistron continue to be the most popular non-plastid
region for species-level phylogenetic studies of plant groups despite the early warnings about their potential Xaws, which may ultimately
result in incorrect assumptions of orthology. It has been gradually realized that the alternative target regions in the nuclear genome (low-
copy nuclear genes, LCNG) are burdened with similar problems. The consequence is that, to date, developing useful LCNG for non-
model organisms requires an investment in time and eVort that hinders its use as a real practical alternative for many labs. It is here
argued that ITS sequences, despite drawbacks, can still produce insightful results in species-level phylogenetic studies or when non-anon-
ymous nuclear markers are required, provided that a thoughtful use of them is made. To facilitate this, two series of guidelines are pro-
posed. One helps to circumvent problems of ITS ampliWcation from the target organism, including spurious results from contaminants,
paralogs and pseudogenes, as well as detection of sequencing artifacts. The other series helps to Wnd out causes for unresolved clades in
phylogenetic reconstruction, to integrate gene phylogenies, to distinguish horizontal transfer from lineage sorting, and to reveal if ITS
phylogeny is not a good estimate of organism phylogeny.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For over a decade, the internal transcribed spacers (ITS)
of the nuclear ribosomal 18S–5.8S–26S cistron have been
the most popular target region in the nuclear genome for
evolutionary studies of diverse plant groups (Baldwin et al.,
1995; Álvarez and Wendel, 2003; Hughes et al., 2006).

The are four main reasons for this widespread use. (i) The
availability of several sets of universal (or near so) PCR prim-
ers working with a large diversity of taxonomic groups (White
et al., 1990; Gardes and Bruns, 1993) is the Wrst one. (ii) The
multicopy structure facilitates PCR ampliWcation even from
herbarium specimens. (iii) The moderate size of the ITS
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(below 700bp) usually allows ampliWcation and sequencing
without internal primers although they are remarkably long
exceptions in several gymnosperm groups (Gernandt et al.,
2001). (iv) Due to their levels of variation, ITS frequently pro-
vide enough molecular markers suitable for evolutionary
studies at the species level. These include topics such as the
origin of polyploid taxa, hybridization, introgression and,
above all, phylogenetic inference (up to 40% sequence diver-
gence in pair-wise comparisons between congeneric taxa
reported in early studies, Baldwin et al., 1995).

Several other factors have apparently contributed to a
spectacular rise in their use in plant phylogenetic studies. The
lack of alternative variable regions within the three plant
genomes that could provide useful markers for low taxo-
nomic level studies was surely one of them. This situation
contrasts with animal studies for which the mitochondrial
DNA provides markers for a wide range of evolutionary
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questions, from intraspeciWc phylogeography (Avise et al.,
1987) to deep origin of major vertebrate groups (Zardoya
and Meyer, 1996). Other postulated potentially advanta-
geous features of ITS sequences are their biparental inheri-
tance compared to the uniparental inheritance of organellar
DNAs, and the assumed intragenomic uniformity due to the
active homogenization of repeat copies within and between
loci that take place in these multicopy regions (but see
below), known as concerted evolution (Zimmer et al., 1980;
Arnheim, 1983). On the other hand, in hybrids and introgres-
sants in which concerted evolution has not homogenized
copies, ITS may help to identify progenitors or lineages
involved (Sang et al., 1995).

Finally, the predominant background of ITS users (taxo-
mically trained rather than molecularly trained scientists
who welcome easy universal lab protocols) and a bandwagon
eVect, possible contributed to the use of ITS. This became so
widely established in species-level phylogenetic investigations
of plant groups that the proWle of a study sampling ITS and
a plastid non-coding region (Taberlet et al., 1991) became
almost routine (Hughes et al., 2006).

The use of ITS regions has not been restricted to green
plants. These markers have been also utilized across a wide
scope of taxonomic diversity spanning virtually the tree of
life, including fungi and lichenicolous fungi (Wu et al.,
2000; Martín et al., 2003; Cubero et al., 2004) unicellular
and pluricellular algae (Van Oppen et al., 2005; Leclerc
et al., 1998), non-arthropod invertebrates (Dumont et al.,
2005), arthropods (Harris and Crandall, 2000), and even
vertebrates (Booton et al., 1999).

2. Drawbacks of the nuclear ITS region

Concomitant to the seminal paper of Baldwin et al.
(1995), Dubcovsky and Dvorák (1995) warned against the
use of ribosomal sequences in phylogenetic reconstruction.
Their observations assessed the dynamic nature of NOR
loci in Triticeae. This involved transposition of major loci
within and among chromosomes possibly mediated by
minor loci containing a few rDNA copies. These Wndings
implied a violation of the assumed orthology of ITS
sequences that could lead to wrong conclusions in analysis
requiring a sound hypothesis of character homology. Sur-
prisingly, this lucid caution was not echoed in the molecular
systematist community until recently, when other voices
have recommended routine utilization of low-copy nuclear
genes given the potential pitfalls of the ITS region for infer-
ring phylogenies (Álvarez and Wendel, 2003; Sang, 2002;
Small et al., 2004). Most of the alleged Xaws that dismiss the
phylogenetic utility of ITS sequences stem from the molec-
ular architecture of the ribosomal units, as pointed out by
Álvarez and Wendel (2003).

2.1. Multiple rDNA arrays

The ribosomal region is composed by the 18S, 5.8S, and
25S genes, two internal spacers (ITS-1 and ITS-2) and the
intergenic spacer (IGS). The coding and ITS regions, and a
part of the IGS (ETS) form the transcriptional unit that is
further processed to produce the mature RNAs, which are
part of the cytoplasmic ribosomes. Each locus is formed by
hundreds to thousands of tandem copies of such transcrip-
tional unit. Besides, several ribosomal loci, either transcrip-
tionally active (NOR) or inactive, are usually present within
plant genomes. The general assumption in phylogenetic
reconstruction is that all ribosomal copies present within the
genome have identical sequences due to functional con-
straints. The ribosomal multigene family usually evolves in
concert (Arnheim, 1983) because all copies within and
among ribosomal loci are expected to be homogenized
through genomic mechanisms of turnover like gene conver-
sion and unequal crossing over (Dover, 1994).

Thus, the non-cloned ITS sequence retrieved from a
PCR product is the consensus of many targets sharing the
same priming sites in one or several loci usually located in
separate chromosomes. Therefore, the consensus ITS
sequence that is used as raw data in phylogenetic recon-
struction is a molecular phenotype from which the geno-
type of the organism cannot always be inferred.
SpeciWcally, neither the number of ribosomal loci nor the
presence of allelic variants can be deduced, thus the homo-
zygous or heterozygous condition for this marker cannot
be deduced either. Cloning eVorts, which unfortunately are
infrequent in routine phylogenetic projects, may unveil
divergent intragenomic copies thereby decomposing the
alluded consensus sequence. However, these copies may
have various possible origins that cannot be straightfor-
wardly deduced. First, if the rate of mutation among copies
is faster than the molecular forces driving the concerted
evolution of the array, those sequences may correspond to
divergent targets located within a single loci that has not
fully homogenized all the arrays. Second, functional loci
could be duplicated in the absence of polyploidy. In this
case, new loci could be originated from ampliWcation of
pre-existent loci. Ectopic recombination between terminal
chromosomal regions might be the mechanism responsible
for this phenomenon (Pedrosa-Harand et al., 2006). Alter-
natively, repetitive sequences in the IGS or scattered along
rDNA units, rather than chromosome rearrangements,
could play an important role in the dispersion of NORs
(Castro et al., 2001). Third, diVerent ITS sequences may
belong to homeologous (xenologous) loci incorporated into
the nuclear genome through hybridization either or not
involving polyploidy. Fourth, signiWcantly diVerent
sequences may have originated in multiple loci, some of
which have evolved without selective constraints, accumu-
lating mutations and ultimately becoming non-functional
(pseudogenes). Finally, divergent sequences may represent
true allelic variants of a homologous locus.

The existence of orthologs and paralogs in ITS is thus
real but a thorough analysis based on a representative sam-
pling enables telling them apart provided that both ortho-
logs and paralogs are detected (Mayol and Rosselló, 2001;
RazaWmandimbison et al., 2004). This usually requires
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cloning and possibly also molecular cytogenetic techniques
that can contribute to substantiate the occurrence of para-
logs from diVerent rDNA arrays across the genome.

2.2. Concerted evolution

Although mechanisms of concerted evolution tend to
homogenize sequences in genomic nrDNA arrays in a pro-
cess that operates within whole reproductive groups, this
process is not always operating or found completed. When
diVerent ITS repeats are merged within a single genome via
hybridization (including allopolyploidy) or introgression
the speed and direction of homogenization cannot be pre-
dicted and is not consistent across diVerent descendant lin-
eages (Álvarez and Wendel, 2003). Genomic features
tending to retard homogenization include the occurrence of
several rDNA loci located in separate chromosomes (which
is particularly frequent in allopolyploids). This is consistent
with reports indicating that homogenization of the rDNA
repeats through gene conversion and unequal crossing over
occur more eVectively within than between loci (Ohta and
Dover, 1983; Schlotterer and Tautz, 1994). The chromo-
somal location of rDNA loci (either interstitial or terminal)
may also play a role. In fact, it has been suggested that this
factor has a more substantial impact than the number of
loci on the tempo of concerted evolution (Zhang and Sang,
1999).

Agamic reproduction is also known to retard concerted
evolution (Campbell et al., 1997) but, on the opposite direc-
tion, biased fast homogenization towards a parental ribo-
somal sequence is already detectable in artiWcial F2 hybrids
in Armeria (Fuertes Aguilar et al., 1999a). Three stages can
be found depending on (i) whether the diVerent ITS repeats
are maintained without recombination or homogenization
(e.g., Soltis and Soltis, 1991; Ritland et al., 1993), (ii) the
diVerent repeats undergo some degree of homogenization
giving rise to chimeric sequences (e.g., Buckler et al., 1997;
Nieto Feliner et al., 2004); or (iii) one repeat becomes domi-
nant within the new genome (Wendel et al., 1995).

When analyzing species-level scenarios, incomplete con-
certed evolution is probably responsible for complex patterns
following the merging of ITS repeats within a single genome
via hybridization (including allopolyploidy) or introgression.
Sampling all ITS copies, independently of their number is
recommended (Rauscher et al., 2002). On the other hand,
retention of ITS copies is a useful property for identifying
reticulation. When examined together with the distribution
of repeats across geographic areas and species, it can be eVec-
tive to discard the possibility of lineage sorting (Fuertes Agu-
ilar et al., 1999b; Nieto Feliner et al., 2004).

2.3. Pseudogenes

When concerted evolution is not fully operating, dupli-
cate ribosomal loci do not necessarily remain functional
and some arrays may degenerate into pseudogenes. If
neglected, this can lead to wrong inferences of the phyloge-
netic relationships at the organism level, as shown by
Mayol and Rosselló (2001).

However, ITS pseudogenes do not seem to pose serious
problems to phylogenetic inference because they can be
detected when a careful scrutiny is followed (Buckler et al.,
1997; Mayol and Rosselló, 2001; Hughes et al., 2002). In fact,
several recent studies have shown that putative pseudogenes
can be useful for phylogenetic analyses of related species
where functional ITS copies are less likely to provide varia-
tion (RazaWmandimbison et al., 2004; Besnard et al., 2007).

2.4. Secondary structure

The ribosomal ITS are subjected to evolutionary con-
straints related to the maintenance of speciWc secondary
structures necessary for the correct processing of mature
RNAs (Mai and Coleman, 1997). This could imply the
occurrence of compensatory base mutations in positions
located on stem structures that violate the assumptions of
neutrality and independence of characters (Liu and
Schardl, 1994; Hillis and Dixon, 1991). Like pseudogeniza-
tion, evolutionary constraints related to the maintenance of
speciWc secondary structures can be detected by inspecting
low-energy secondary structure models (Wolf et al., 2005).

2.5. Alignment and homoplasy

It has been argued that not being protein-coding genes
and frequently containing indels, ITS sequences may be
Table 1
Features of the nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacers (ITS) and low-copy nuclear genes (LCNG)

ITS LCNG

Multigene families Always present Usually not present
Duplicated loci Usually present Present in some genes (most readily detected for those 

genes coding for soluble enzymes)
Concerted evolution Usually operating Usually absent
Recombination Present between alleles, arrays and loci Present between alleles
Non-active loci and pseudogenes Present Present
Secondary structure Present Present in intron regions
Alignment problems Usually between distant species and between genera Usually between genera (at non-coding regions)
Universality of primers Apply to most groups of organisms although speciWc 

primers work better for certain groups (e.g., fungi; 
Gardes and Bruns, 1993)

Cases of universal primers for LCNG are rare (e.g., 
Strand et al., 1997)
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diYcult to align across unrelated species and lead to incor-
rect homology assessments. According to Álvarez and
Wendel (2003), this may be a reason why ITS sequence data
are reported to contain more homoplasy than other mark-
ers, thereby hindering phylogenetic signal and ultimately
resolution of the phylogenies. However, indels seldom pose
serious problems in practical phylogenetic reconstruction
at the species-level where close relationships facilitate align-
ment and where the need for useful molecular markers is
more imperative.

Further, homoplasy in ITS-based phylogenies depends
on several causes, e.g., on the degree of homogenization of
Fig. 1. Chart 1: Guidelines for obtaining a reliable ITS sequence in plants. (See above-mentioned references for further information.)

[Paralogous sequences, or 
allelic variants, differing in
length or not] Verify integrity of 
structural sequence features 
(including secondary structure 
stability, conserved motifs of the 
ITS region, and patterns of 
substitution in the 5.8S gene) to 
exclude that the ribosomal  types 
found are non functional alleles or 
pseudogenes. Use repeat-specific 
PCR primers to detect rare ITS 
sequences

[PCR artifacts, sample contamination or 
paralogous  sequences]    Increase 
annealing  temperature in the PCR, avoid the 
use of universal primers, and use DMSO in the 
PCR cocktail. If more than one band is 
consistently obtained, excise and purify ITS 
bands from gels separately for sequencing or 
clone PCR products

Verify structural sequence features, 
including secondary structure stability.
Has the ITS-1 region the sequence motif, 
GGCRY-(4 to 7n)-GYGYCAAGGAA? Is 
the AAGGAA core predicted to stand as 
a non-base-paired sequence in an 
internal loop structure and the remaining 
of the motif is most often associated with 
part of a hairpin structure? (Liu and 
Schardl, 1994; Coleman 2003)

[Paralogous sequence, being a pseudogene
candidate] If the motifs are present, but the 
predicted folded structures do not occur, analyze 
suboptimal foldings or use alternative RNA pairing 
thermodynamic models. Check further ITS-2 and 
5.8S structural  features that should be present in the 
sequence

[Likely paralogous sequence, 
being a pseudogene
candidate]    Verify structural 
sequence features, including 
secondary structure stability,
conserved motifs of the ITS 
region, and patterns of 
substitution in the 5.8S gene 

Does the sequence of the 5.8S gene deviate from one or 
more of  the following features ?     (i) sequence length 
ranges from 160-170 bp; (ii)  the GAATTGCAGAATTC motif 
is present and it is involved in the base of a stem secondary 
structure; (iii)  the AAGAA motif makes up a loop structure 
of a stem (A); (iv) a conserveded EcoRV site is present 
(GATAC); (v) nucleotide substitutions or indels within the 
5.8S region do not occur among sequences from the same 
individual (Liston et al., 1996, Hershkovitz and Lewis, 1996; 
Jobes and Thien, 1997; Hershkovitz et al., 1999)

[Paralogous sequence, 
being a pseudogene
candidate] Check further 
ITS-2 structural  features that 
should be present in the 
sequence

Does the sequence of the ITS-2 lack 
more than two of the following 
features?   (i) the predicted RNA
transcript shows a folded four (five)-
helix secondary structure ;  (ii) a 
pyrimidine mismatch pairing at helix II 
is present in the predicted secondary 
structure;  (iii)  the UGGA motif is 
present near the apex of helix III on 
the 5’ side (Hershkovitz and Zimmer,
1996; Mai and Coleman, 1997)

[Proceed with sequence analysis] No obvious 
evidence of ribosomal paralogy. Paralogous 
sequences could be present in such a low copy 
number that are not identified with conventional 
PCR methods. If the species at hand is of hybrid 
origin try to use repeat-specific PCR primers to 
detect rare ITS sequences

[Paralogous sequence, being a 
pseudogene candidate]   If the 
motifs are present, but the predicted 
folded structures do not occur,
analyze suboptimal foldings or use 
alternative RNA pairing 
thermodynamic models (Brodsky et 
al., 1995; Hofacker, 2003; Zuker 
2003; Wolf et al., 2005)
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YES
YES
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Is nucleotide composition 
of the direct sequence 
significantly different from 
other ITS sequences 
from the same accession 
or from closely related 
species?  (Baldwin et al., 
1995; Mayol and 
Rosselló, 2001)

BLAST searches in public 
nucleotide databases 
showed significant 
alignments with high scores 
of the sequence at hand to 
algal or fungal accessions?

[Endogenous or lab 
contamination] Re-extract
the samples and use more 
specific amplification primers for 
the  taxa at hand. Use negative 
controls to check for lab or 
reagent contamination

Do electrophoretograms of the 
direct sequence show noise 
(i.e., are unreadable) up to or 
after a specific point?

[Sequencing artifacts]
Spurious sequencing  peaks could 
be caused by a primer 
contamination that is one base 
shorter than the desired primer (N-
1 primer), excess dye peaks, poor 
mobility correction of sequencing 
data, compressions, or very strong 
signals that saturate the detector 
(pull-up peaks). Change primers 
and electrophoretic conditions of 
the sequencing runs

Sequence the 
complementary strand to 
verify the polymorphic sites 
and clone PCR products. 
After enough screening of 
clones: are ITS copies 
found that (added) explain 
the polymorphisms in 
direct sequences?

Do electrophoretograms of 
the direct sequence show 
polymorphic sites, detected 
by the presence of two or 
more conspicuous 
nucleotide peaks? 

PCR resulted in the 
amplification of two or 
more fragments?

[Sequencing artifacts]
Primer-dimer contamination in 
PCR sequencing, slippage after 
a repeat region (usually a 
homopolymer track), or 
presence of a secondary 
hybridization site for the primer 
in  the DNA template could 
cause  chimeric sequences

Re-amplify DNA using error-
correcting polymerases and 
clone PCR products to check 
for the occurrence of ITS 
sequences differing in length. 
Check for cloned sequences 
that can be products of PCR 
recombination. Have length 
variants been detected after 
enough screening of clones?
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[Discordance due to
lineage sorting]
If the two markers reflect 
different evolutionary 
histories and reticulation is 
not apparent, deep 
coalescence problems are 
probably present. Aim should 
be to determine which of the 
two gene phylogenies 
conveys a stronger 
phylogenetic signal for the 
organism level, e.g., looking 
for concordance with 
morphology (taxonomy)

NO

NOYES

YES

s for further information.)
ITS phylogeny resolved
so that it provides an 
explicit phylogenetic
hypothesisIrresolution due to a recent origin 

and concomitant lack of sequence 
divergence must be addressed. 
Compare ITS with a phylogeny 
based on a plastid gene with a 
similar rate of sequence evolution: 
Is chloroplast tree resolved?

Recent origin and lack of enough 
useful phylogenetic signal is likely.
Perform congruence tests: Is 
unresolved ITS tree congruent with 
plastid  tree?

A recent origin is not confirmed by 
cpDNA phylogeny. Perform 
congruence tests between plastid 
and ITS data: 
Are plastid and unresolved ITS data 
congruent?

[Recent origin and possibly other factors] 
Incongruence suggests that irresolution is mostly 
due to character conflict rather than to scarcity of 
informative characters. This may still reflect a lack 
of clear phylogenetic signal resulting from a recent 
origin. However, the occurrence of replicated 
clades (containing sequences from the same 
species) in both the plastid and ITS trees should 
be examined as evidence of differentiated lineages 
at the organism level. Also, inspection of clearly 
discordant data when comparing plastid and ITS 
phylogenies should be made, to check if there are 
other causes beside the predominance of 
tokogenetic relationships (Hennig, 1966) in the 
organisms including an incorrect taxonomic 
identification

[Recent origin]
Recent origin, low divergence and 
predominance of tokogenetic 
relationships (Hennig, 1966) may explain 
this pattern. Check for replicated clades 
(containing sequences from the same 
species) in both the chloroplast and ITS 
trees to see if any lineage shows some 
degree of differentiation among the 
overall recent origin 

[Plastid signal stronger 
than ITS]
If chloroplast tree shows 
good concordance with 
taxonomy and clades are 
statistically supported, it 
may be reasonable to 
assume that it is a good 
reflection of the species 
phylogeny. In any case, 
sources of conflict in the 
ITS data should be 
looked upon. Same ITS 
sequences in different
species from close 
geographic
areas might be 
suggestive of horizontal 
transfer combined with
biased concerted 
evolution (Mayer and 
Soltis, 1999; Fuertes 
Aguilar et al., 1999b; 
Nieto Feliner et al., 2001; 
Jorgensen et al., 2003)

[Congruence between
gene phylogenies even 
if ITS is less 
informative]
Both trees reflect the 
same phylogeny, which 
is most parsimonious to 
assume that reflects the 
species phylogeny.
Irresolution in the ITS 
tree might be due to a 
lower mutation rate 
(although this might be 
infrequent) or to lineage 
sorting, which effect may 
be enhanced by larger 
population sizes as 
compared to plastid 
DNA. Combining both 
data sets into a single 
analysis is 
recommended

Compare the ITS phylogeny 
with one based on plastid 
DNA with similar mutation 
rates by means of 
congruence tests (Johnson 
and Soltis,1998):  Is ITS tree 
congruent with plastid tree? 

Both trees reflect the 
species phylogeny.
Examine concordance 
with taxonomy: 
Are sequences of the 
same species 
monophyletic?

[Reliable well-resolved species 
phylogeny]
The gene trees are likely to be a fair 
estimate of the species phylogeny.
No apparent problems of lineage 
sorting, implying speciation events 
spaced in time and/or relatively 
small population sizes or reticulation 
(Doyle, 1992; Maddison, 1997; 
Hoelzer et al., 1998)

[Both gene genealogies reflect specie
phylogeny but deep coalescence crea
some uncertainty]
Lack of coalescence may cause paraphy
some of the sequences (Rosenberg, 200
Alternatively, a paralog in a polyploid taxo
may also cause paraphyletic sequences.
If same samples are paraphyletic in both
lack of coalescence may be indicating 
something of the evolutionary history of t
organisms, e.g., differentiation of populat
convergence in morphological characters

D
th
a

[Non-serious incongruenc
between gene phylogenie
deep coalescence]
Provided that the incongrue
refer to data sets not just top
it may stem from deep coale
events (not from dramaticall
different histories of plastid 
ITS). Combining both data s
performing a total-evidence 
is recommended, where pla
of discordant terminals can 
examined

[Horizontal transfer] 
Horizontal transfer between taxa with identical sequences fro
same area has likely taken place. If this pattern only occurs i
plastid tree and plastid DNA is maternally inherited (as in mo
angiosperms), the transfer is via maternal. This is so even if i
occurred also in the ITS tree, due to the possibility of biased 
homogenization of ITS sequences towards the maternal sequ
(Franzke and Mummenhof, 1999). If it occurs in the ITS but n
plastid DNA, the transfer may be via paternal, assuming bias
homogenization towards the parental sequence or backcross
towards it. Try to disentangle reticulation events, e.g., by co
with morphology. If possible, identify conflictive taxa and elim
them from the analysis (Humphries and Funk,1984; McDade
Fuertes Aguilar et al., 1999b), then repeat congruence tests a
not significant incongruence is found, combine matrices and 
reanalyze them. The reconstructed phylogeny should be a fa
estimate of the species relationships

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NOYES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Fig. 2. Chart 2: Guidelines for analyzing ITS sequences as estimators of species-level organism phylogeny. (See above-mentioned reference
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copies. In fact, it tends to be low in advanced stages of con-
certed evolution (Nieto Feliner et al., 2001) as predicted in
simulations (Sanderson and Doyle, 1992). Besides, homo-
plasy ultimately results from mixing diVerent historical sig-
nals (Doyle, 1996) and when a signiWcant amount is
detected, it may be revealing an undetected process.

Finally, contamination caused by the universality of the
primers has also been pointed as a potential drawback for
ITS sequences (Zhang et al., 1997). But this is usually an
anecdote rather than a concern.

3. Low-copy nuclear genes as alternative

Concern about the above potential pitfalls of ITS
regions has prompted recommendations to survey alterna-
tive regions containing useful phylogenetic signal at the
species level (Álvarez and Wendel, 2003; Sang, 2002; Small
et al., 2004). Theoretically, low-copy nuclear genes (LCNG)
oVer advantageous properties for species-level phylogenies.
Overall, rates of mutation are potentially higher than in
organellar genes and thus LCNG are expected to contain
more variable sites for reconstructing evolution of genes
and organisms (Gaut, 1998).

For this purpose, species-level phylogenetic inference
has focused on non-coding regions such as introns
although recent studies are Wnding similar or even faster
rates in 3rd codon positions (Small and Wendel, 2002). Fur-
ther, wide variation in mutation rates in LCNG (Senchina
et al., 2003) could provide enough phylogenetic signal for
addressing diVerent evolutionary questions. The existence
of tens of thousands of LCNG across the genome repre-
sents a theoretical wealth of independent loci, and thus an
immense source of markers for phylogenetic inference.
Biparental inheritance is another desirable property, as
compared to plastid and mitochondrial sequences, since it
provides information on the maternal and paternal parent-
age, which is crucial when the evolutionary history of a
group involves reticulation events.

To date, the real utility of LCNG for phylogenetic
reconstruction is however less encouraging than their
potential advantages would predict. This is related to the
fact that their use in this Weld is in its “relative infancy”
(Small et al., 2004). It is not surprising perhaps that the
main diYculty for the use of LCNG has to do with the
identiWcation of orthologous genes, just as reported for
nuclear ribosomal DNA (Álvarez and Wendel, 2003).

Two genes are orthologs if their relationship originated
from organismal cladogenesis (Wendel and Doyle, 1998).
The LCNG tend to exist in gene families, i.e., in multiple
copies related by events of genomic duplication (i.e., para-
logs) or capture through endosymbiontic events associated
to the acquisition of plastids and mitochondria from pro-
karyote ancestors (Allen, 2003). Thus, the percent of avail-
able single-copy nuclear genes, not just low-copy, which
would be the ideal targets for phylogenetic analysis is prob-
ably low. Given the need to compare orthologs to infer
phylogenies at the organismal level, it is recommended to
characterize gene family composition prior to phylogenetic
analysis. But this may represent considerable time and
eVort particularly when allopolyploidy (a key mechanism in
plant evolution) is involved. Even though several tests have
been suggested (Small et al., 2004), the concern for identify-
ing true orthologs remains until the phylogenetic analysis
of the sequences is completed (Doyle and Doyle, 1999).

IntraspeciWc variation is inherent to LCNG as has been
routinely detected by surveys of electrophoretic variation
of genes coding for soluble enzymes (Hamrick and Godt,
1989; Loveless and Hamrick, 1984). Allelic variation within
individuals, populations and species may be large in LCNG
due to large eVective population sizes as compared to
organellar genes. This allelic variation may not hinder phy-
logenetic inference in the relatively infrequent instance
where alleles found in related species are reciprocally
monophyletic. However, this is not often the case possibly
due to deep coalescence favored by large eVective popula-
tion sizes, as compared to much smaller organellar genomes
(Small et al., 2004). Additionally, natural selection favors
trans-species polymorphism in certain genes, e.g., the S
genes involved in self-incompatibility (Charlesworth and
Awadalla, 1998; Klein et al., 1998). When the recommend-
able goal of sampling multiple independent nuclear loci is
achieved, a potential concern arises caused by the diVerent
mutation rates across loci. SpeciWcally, a highly variable
locus may override the signal contained in less-variable
sampled loci and possibly distort the analysis (Doyle et al.,
2003; Hughes et al., 2006).

The use of LCNG is thus not devoid of problems in phy-
logenetic inference, to the point that Hughes et al. (2006)
consider that the development of sequence loci “has been
somewhat of a lottery” requiring considerable investment
and not always generating enough data. If the main alterna-
tive to ITS as a source of nuclear data for reconstructing
phylogenies (LCNG) is not yet methodologically available
for a high percent of labs that have previously used ITS
data, should ITS “no longer be routinely utilized for phylo-
genetic analysis” as suggested by Álvarez and Wendel
(2003)?

4. A careful use of ITS

We think that the systematic and phylogenetic plant
community is not yet ripe for abandoning ITS as an impor-
tant and easy-to-work, albeit not the only, nuclear marker.
A survey of 244 plant phylogenetic papers at the genus level
or below between 1998 and 2002 found that 66% used ITS,
and 34% used ITS as the only marker (Álvarez and Wendel,
2003). We have surveyed the same four publications (Amer-
ican Journal of Botany, Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolu-
tion, Systematic Botany, Taxon) for papers appeared
during 2005 containing phylogenetic analysis of plants and
fungi below the familial level. Of the 114 papers meeting
that requirement, 75 used ITS sequence data, which is
exactly the same percentage (66.4%) as in the period 1998–
2002. But in 2005 only 18 of those papers (15.7%) used ITS
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as the only marker. In our view, this shows that the current
trend is the most reasonable, i.e., to continue to use ITS but
in combination with plastid and mitocondrial sequences,
and certainly, where feasible, with LCNG.

Public nucleotide databases contain many thousands of
plant ITS sequences (e.g., more than 4500 entries of 444
diVerent genera in Asteraceae, Gemeinholzer et al., 2006),
that constitute an invaluable raw data for taxonomic iden-
tiWcation methods using DNA sequences. A recent evalua-
tion of the potential of ITS1 sequences for species, genus,
and family identiWcation in Asteraceae (tribes Lactuceae
and Anthemideae) has given very promising results (Gem-
einholzer et al., 2006). In fact, these authors echoed the pro-
posal of the Plant Working Group to the Consortium of
the Barcode of Life to evaluate the nuclear ITS region and
the plastid trnH-psbA spacer as the target markers to use in
plant identiWcation.

Just as primary disadvantages of LCNG come from
their “complex genetic architecture and evolutionary
dynamics” (Small et al., 2004), problems with ITS stem ulti-
mately from complexity derived from the evolution of these
markers at several levels, from the gene to the population.
In fact, most of the problems with the ITS region could
potentially be also present when using LCNG (Table 1).

We are now far from the early molecular phylogenetic
times in which analysis of DNA sequences were expected to
yield the true phylogenies of the organisms. It has been real-
ized in a perceptive paper that phylogenetic incongruence
can oVer a window into previously undetected evolutionary
processes (Wendel and Doyle, 1998). Phylogenies based on
ITS data may cause incongruence with those based on
other markers due to the various mechanisms that inXuence
ITS. But, to the extent that such incongruence can be fur-
ther looked upon, it has a true potential to render insightful
results, as was the case in most of the studies on which the
warnings about ITS were based (references in Álvarez and
Wendel, 2003).

In conclusion, we think that the proposal to abandon
ITS is not realistic at present. LCNG should be the future
main source of nuclear data in species-level phylogenetic
studies but while more empirical work is done on a wider
sample of loci across natural groups, it seems premature to
give up using a marker like ITS. We recommend that ITS
sequences continue to be used for species-level phylogenies,
albeit no routinely nor in exclusivity, keeping an awareness
of the potential problems summarized in Álvarez and Wen-
del (2003) and with three general recommendations: repre-
sentative samplings following prospective pilot studies,
careful lab protocols, mindful analysis.

5. Guidelines

To help handling carefully ITS sequences, we here pro-
vide two series of guidelines in the form of Xow-charts,
which aim at improving the quality of ribosomal data and
their interpretation in the context of organism phyloge-
nies of plant groups. They are not intended to be followed
strictly as a dichotomous key but to be used more freely,
so as to oVer ideas that may assist when using these mark-
ers. Chart 1 aims at helping to solve problems of ampliW-
cation, detection of pseudogenes and paralogs,
contamination and sequence artifacts (Fig. 1). Chart 2
aims at helping to Wnd out causes for unresolved clades, to
integrate gene phylogenies, to detect horizontal transfer
and lineage sorting, and to reveal if ITS phylogeny is not a
good estimate of organism phylogeny (Fig. 2). The term
resolved in the entrance to Fig. 2 is intended here in rela-
tive terms. Irresolution does not refer to sequences from
the same taxon that are monophyletic but gathered in a
polytomy, obviously one of the best possible situations
one can Wnd in terms of congruence between taxonomy
and gene phylogeny. Also, a large tree with a few small
terminal unresolved clades containing more than one spe-
cies is not considered in this context, a phylogeny unre-
solved either.
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